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There are all kinds of transformer manufacturers out there. You need to be certain that the
transformer manufacturers you deal with actually pay close attention to your specific requirements.
The most reliable are the ones who are involved in the production of an increasingly wide range of
high quality transformers and inductors. With some of them special coil assemblies have formed a
significant proportion of the production. The experience and expertise which has been accumulated
by these transformer manufacturers has enabled many ingenious development ideas to be brought
to the production stage.

Check to see whether the transformer manufacturers you are negotiating with can produce a large
variety of non standard assemblies. The best are the ones who have the expertise to apply to the
construction and winding techniques for standard type assemblies where special performance or
test parameters have been specified. Many of these companies will assess any specific individual
power requirements and aim to supply cost effective and reliable power solutions that work for the
customer and the environment.

If you donâ€™t want to deal directly with transformer manufacturers, then you can look for transformer
suppliers. The savvy transformer suppliers know what kinds of choices must be offered to the
buyers in the market. Parameters for transformers may differ as to installation site, installation
environment, applications and specifications. Reliability is a key function of transformers and
transformer suppliers understand that very well. Ask them about the safety factor involved.
Depending on the geographic location you need to ensure that the transformers are heat proof,
weather proof and/or earthquake proof.

Trustworthy transformer suppliers know that with no moving parts, transformers require minimal
maintenance and are capable of withstanding overloads, surges, faults, and in some cases even
superficial physical damage. While transformers can withstand a lot of electrical fluctuations, they do
deteriorate with age, and thus need constant monitoring to detect and correct problems before they
escalate into expensive repairs. So ask whether the transformer manufacturer will offer an AMC.
More than other assets, transformers cannot afford to beak down.
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